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• Investors are increasingly interested in exploring their advisors’ options for 
sustainable investing that incorporates environmental, social, and governance 
(ESG) factors. While advisors expect to increase their use of ESG factors to develop 
sustainable investment offerings, many desire guidance on how to effectively 
communicate their point of view on the topic. 

• Firms can follow three steps to determine how they position their approach to 
sustainable investing and ESG. Start with an honest assessment of why sustainable 
investing matters to you and your firm. Then align your internal processes with these 
motivations, and plan for how this will translate to client interactions.

• Be ready to adjust your approach as industry trends on sustainable investing evolve. 
By continually revisiting this process and committing to ongoing conversations with 
clients, you can deepen relationships and uncover latent demand for sustainable 
investing among your client base.
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Sustainable Investing Moves Further into the Mainstream 
Interest in sustainable investing continues to gain momentum among both 
investors and advisors. What was once thought of as a niche for specialized wealth 
advisors is moving into the mainstream and may become a capability across many 
firms’ offerings. Currently, 55% of advised investors feel it is very or extremely 
important for their advisors to include ESG-based investments in their portfolios, 
and almost one in three express that they are likely to proactively seek out ESG-
based investments in the year to come.1 Likewise, 42% of wealth advisors expect to 
increase their use of ESG in the next two years.2

As awareness continues to grow and more firms develop offerings, advisors may feel 
that now is the time to incorporate ESG factors into their investment approach. But 
many advisors we speak to struggle with where to start, and they wonder about how 
to articulate and promote their firm’s point of view on sustainable investing and ESG 
authentically. These concerns may even scare some advisors away from “dipping their 
toes” into exploring how ESG considerations can fit into their practice to begin with.

Three Steps to Communicating an Authentic Point of View
Through interviews with three firms, we identified three steps that can help you 
address how your firm communicates its commitment to sustainable investing and 
ESG (Exhibit 1). Regardless of whether you are developing it as one offering or 
incorporating it more deeply into all that you do for clients, advisors may use this 
process to position their approach to sustainable investing, including how ESG 
considerations fit into their broader firm story.

EXHIBIT 1: Firms can follow three steps when developing a point of view on sustainable investing and ESG

Identify how sustainable 
investing connects to your 
firm’s unique positioning

Align internal capabilities 
to support your approach

Plan your client 
engagement strategy

1 2 3

Identify how sustainable investing connects to your firm’s unique positioning

Communicating authentically around your approach to sustainable investing 
and ESG first requires an inward look at why you and your firm are pursuing it 
in the first place. This step requires an honest assessment of your core beliefs 
behind why sustainable investing matters to your firm, why it should matter 
to your clients, and how this ladders up to your firm’s positioning. There are 
a variety of motivations that may drive a firm’s desire to bring an ESG lens 
into its investment practices. Some may be responding reactively to growing 

1
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demand among clients, or they may find that it’s important to address ESG as 
they recruit new advisors to their practices. Others may feel it has relevance to 
broader issues around fiduciary responsibility or a commitment to using new 
and emerging data sources. And, some firms may feel that this effort is a natural 
evolution in how they already approach investing or philanthropic services. 

There is no single “right” reason to pursue sustainable investing; the goal at this 
stage is to get to the heart of your reason—or reasons. Our conversations back 
up the notion that authenticity and transparency are key when developing your 
narrative on the topic. 

Steve Larson of Clarity Asset Management in Ames, Iowa, points out that his 
firm’s focus on deepening client relationships and doing what’s in their best 
interest is the cornerstone to the firm’s commitment to sustainable investing. 

“Our byline—our mission and vision—has been to develop and deepen 
relationships with our clients. If trust is in the relationship, financial transactions 
will follow. And we build trust through our expressions of virtue.”

Larson points out that virtually 100% of his firm’s portfolios are screened based 
on ESG metrics, and this fits with Clarity’s overt commitment as a values-
based firm. “The labels have changed over the years, but the ideals we want 
to promote never change. We have a conviction,” he says, “a set of virtues that 
says this is an extension of who we are. We are helping our clients extend who 
they are into the capital markets. We think in terms of a more holistic fiduciary 
responsibility that includes being good and doing good.”

On the other hand, Matt Adams at Santa Barbara-based Mission Wealth views 
sustainable investing and ESG as “one of the tools in the tool kit of what we can 
do for the client.” His first inspiration came from his work over a decade ago, 
when he was serving foundation and nonprofit clients who felt that a negative 
screening strategy wasn’t getting to the heart of their desire to proactively align 
with companies that were doing good in the world. As the company’s CIO at the 
time, he had access to a new data source that offered positive inclusion criteria.

“When I came across that research,” he explains, “a light bulb went off. Like 
many advisors, we believe in global diversification and asset allocation. We 
believe that you should index a lot of these asset classes anyway. And we asked 
ourselves, what if we constructed sector-neutral and well-diversified index 
portfolios that have an ESG lens? That was the ‘aha moment’ for us; it solved 
a real problem for many of our clients in that they really wanted to positively 
align their values with their investments. Individuals are no different from this 
particular non-profit, and we felt strongly that individuals would feel more 
connected to positive alignment rather than negative exclusion.”

Chat Reynders of Boston-based Reynders, McVeigh Capital Management says 
sustainable investing and ESG integration are at the core of the firm’s investment 
philosophy and approach. He too stresses the importance of firm authenticity 
when addressing sustainable investing and ESG, and he puts a fine point on the 
risks of doing otherwise. 

“I don’t think there’s going 
to be a label on ESG in ten 
years. It’s just going to be 
investing.”

—Steve Larson, Clarity 
Asset Management, Inc.

“Don’t be afraid. Your clients 
are going to appreciate this 
choice. They can say no, but 
it’s the advisor’s responsibility 
to continue to offer these 
choices and investigate 
solutions.”

—Matt Adams, Mission 
Wealth

“E, S, and G measures are 
simply additional data points 
that feed into a research 
process. I see the industry 
coming around to the idea 
that ESG is not a stand-alone 
discipline, but rather an 
important part of a thorough, 
holistic investment research 
approach.”

—Chat Reynders, 
Reynders, McVeigh Capital 
Management
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“You have to have a philosophy,” he says. “You can’t 
provide advice to other people without context. 
One of the things that’s really difficult about ESG at 
many firms is this notion that the advisors are the 
professionals that are going to provide a product that 
the client should be happy with. The reality is that 
it’s not usually the case. And for your most valuable 
clients, it’s rarely the case. So you have to have a 
philosophy, a sense of why you’re using ESG data, 
and an understanding of what the limitations are.” 

Each of these firms positions their approach to 
sustainable investing in the context of their point 
of view on how they make investment decisions. 
Whether you are still coming up the curve on 
sustainable investing or already know what 
capabilities you’d like to offer clients, be honest 
about how sustainable investing aligns with your 
firm’s value proposition. 

Align internal capabilities to support your approach

Regardless of where the interest arises within a 
firm, those leading the effort can socialize their 
motivations for doing so and build consensus on 
how it fits into the way they and the firm make 
investment decisions. It’s at this stage that advisors 
could find they need to articulate the business 
case for sustainable investing in order to bring 
other internal stakeholders on board. Or you may 
find that there is a concerted education effort 
needed among advisors who are not as up to 
speed on the topic. However, according to the 
firms we interviewed, if there is already a natural 
connection between sustainable investing and the 
firm’s broader positioning—from Step 1—then the 
sell might not be a hard one. 

“You really should view ESG considerations no 
differently than your normal investment process,” 
says Matt Adams. “How would you go about 
building a 60/40 portfolio? You’d analyze it on your 
matrix of factors like performance, risk, fees, tax 
efficiency, and so on. And that’s what we did. We 
had our existing discipline for building our existing 
portfolios, and we applied that exact same lens 
to an investment strategy that incorporates ESG 
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factors. As an advisor, the first thing I need to do 
is get comfortable that this is going to be a good 
thing for my clients. Let me follow my process. 
I think the assumption is that you’re giving 
something up in order to utilize ESG research, and 
in my opinion that is very far from the case.”

Reynders points out why internal alignment on 
motivations is critical to client conversations and 
product development. “If you are going to create 
a sustainable investing product, it’s important to 
have a narrative internally as an office that explains 
your purpose for having it and your goals for it. Your 
story should ideally speak to some of the thematic 
priorities you see in the world, that you can then 
lean on to open conversations with your clients 
about their priorities. You have to be prepared as a 
firm to defend what you’re putting into a portfolio 
and why.”

Recognize also that sustainable investing is a 
long-term business strategy; resist the temptation 
to try to define your entire offering and related 
positioning from day one. Expect that your 
tactics for infusing ESG practices into the firm’s 
processes will evolve over time, and instead view 
every internal conversation you have as one more 
step in your firm’s evolving orientation toward 
sustainable investing. 

For example, although Adams was the initial 
champion within his firm, there have been 
subsequent champions since, and he reports that 
Mission Wealth now proactively looks for new 
advisors with a specific background or expertise in 
this area. Initially, he says, “we didn’t make these 
new hires into our ESG champions. We hired them 
because they were going to be great advisors, and 
every time a client on our sustainable investing 
platform came up, these advisors were a natural 
fit to work with them. As a result, they have been 
able to develop a sub-niche. This way you don’t 
have to change 30 advisors’ minds, but you create 
a small team that has this niche or focus. This 
is a way to not have to be all in on sustainable 
investing, but offer it as a service if clients want it.”
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Reynders, whose firm has been in the space since 2005 and does all of its own 
research, encourages his teams to adopt a learning mindset and continually iterate 
their approaches to investing against the backdrop of sustainability. “We have a 
very open research process. On Mondays we host a meeting for all of our portfolio 
managers and have conversations about companies. We open the floor and try to 
be inclusive so younger people in the firm can chime in and say—for example—my 
generation thinks we have to focus on electric vehicles. And we’ll have a debate. 
We have a more open system in order to allow for more of those conversations.” 

Much like Adams, Clarity’s Larson looks at the hiring process as an opportunity 
to further infuse the firm with fresh thinking from the next generation of 
advisors. In talking about his most recent hire, he recounts that “we look for 
people who have things we can’t teach—virtue and character—rather than 
financial industry experience, which you can teach. The next generation of our 
firm was chosen this way.”

Over time, this process of socialization may require going back to Step 1 to 
further hone the motivations and approach that makes the most sense for the 
firm. As a result of this step, we’ve seen some firms create a sub-brand to house 
their sustainable investing practice if the business is especially cautious about 
how clients within their core practice will react to a new offering. 

Plan your client engagement strategy

At this stage you may find that you can easily develop a list of client talking 
points that can act as a guide for the kinds of conversations you anticipate 
having. This is a good start and is something you can tweak and adjust as 
your firm learns more about the space, adjusts its offering, and has more 
conversations both internally and externally. Recognize that client interactions 
on the topic may be a mix of both reactive responses to inquiries and 
opportunities that you proactively seek out.  

The way you position your commitment to sustainable investing will inform your 
strategy (Exhibit 2). For firms that decide to lead with sustainable investing and a 

Remember that charitable 
giving discussions may 
be a natural entry point 
for positioning your firm’s 
approach to sustainable 
investing. For example, 
donor-advised funds may 
be an attractive way for you 
and your clients to talk about 
options for aligning values 
with an investment strategy.

3

COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABLE INVESTING

High Medium Low

Positioning The firm leads with sustainable 
investing. It defines the firm-wide 
strategy and is a competitive 
differentiator.

Sustainable investing is one 
capability among many offered to 
clients, often as a premium service 
offered by a subset of advisors.

Sustainable investing is not highlighted 
by the firm, but some advisors 
may offer off-the-shelf solutions in 
response to client requests.

Marketing  
Scope

Sustainable investing and ESG 
capabilities are integrated into 
firm story and referenced across 
all marketing materials. 

Content on sustainable investing 
and ESG can be found on parts of 
the site dedicated to that specific 
product offering. 

No mention of sustainable investing or 
ESG on site or in marketing materials. 
Relies on client to proactively ask 
about it. 

EXHIBIT 2: A firm’s positioning on sustainable investing and ESG will drive the scope of marketing efforts
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commitment to impact, this may mean renovating 
multiple parts of their external communications. 
Firms that want to offer up sustainable investing 
as one capability among many they offer can 
consider which specific parts of their website 
and other marketing content need to tie back 
to sustainable investing and ESG, and adjust 
accordingly. Based on your level of commitment, 
you may also want to determine how proactive 
you are in discussing sustainable investing with 
clients, and whether that discussion is embedded 
in the client onboarding process.

Each of the advisors we spoke with offered up 
some activities that help them ground their client 
interactions. Larson points out a new approach he 
took on in Clarity’s response to the rising tide of 
client interest in sustainable investing. “We tend 
not to use the term ESG and instead talk about 
client values. But the more it’s been in the news, 
the more people came to us saying ‘I heard about 
sustainable investing. Do you do any of that?’ So 
we decided to do a workshop where everyone 
could hear at the same time ‘this is what we are, 
this is what we do, this is what’s available.’ We 
made clear that this was just a continuation of what 
we’ve always done.”

Larson also tailors his messaging depending on the 
client’s level of interest in sustainable investing and 
ESG considerations. For example, with new clients 
he may lean on messaging around performance. 

“We compare their previous portfolios to ours, and 
we can show them that our financial metrics are 
equal or better, even after they pay us. And then we 
can pivot to the value set that these represent and 
the impact that it has on things they care about. We 
have a conversation about the different thematic 
tilts we can build in, as well as funds we might 
exchange or add as a result.”

In order for a new sustainable investing offering 
to gain traction among clients, ensure that all 
client-facing advisors know how to talk about it. 

Internal education efforts can range from casual 
brown-bag sessions to share what’s worked well 
when talking to clients to more formalized FAQs 
or documentation that advisors can refer to when 
preparing for conversations.

Adams’ experience has been that a little 
preparation at the outset goes a long way in 
helping steer client conversations. “I don’t think 
the educational lift on sustainable investing and 
ESG is that heavy. It’s helpful to have a flipbook or 
brochure up front, to describe the process. Since 
we always discuss it as a part of the tool kit of things 
we do, it doesn’t feel like an overwhelming mantra.”

He also advises to test and learn, and to keep 
the engagement model simple to start. “In our 
experience, it’s overwhelming to give a client 
too many choices. Better to come to them with 
a fantastic starting place that we’ve positive-
screened. Giving them a full-blown menu and 
asking them to create their own adventure is 
the wrong way to go. I would tell firms to not go 
down that path of trying to overly customize at the 
beginning and think that everyone is different.” 

Finally, Reynders makes the point that engaging 
with clients on sustainable investing and ESG 
means being able to keep the conversation 
going beyond that first discussion and maintain 
transparency throughout. “Sometimes clients will 
punt and say, ‘Don’t make me go into the details. 
Just tell me I’m doing good things.’ But you better 
be able to answer that you’re doing good things 
because they will challenge you. People who care 
about sustainable investing—especially as you get 
into higher dollar values—want a solution that has 
a thoughtful backstop and real research behind 
it … You have to be completely straightforward 
about your approach, and that has to satisfy the 
client. The last thing you want to do is have a 
situation where the client thinks you promised one 
thing and the product didn’t deliver.” 
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A Transparent Approach to Sustainable Investing Can Deepen  
Client Relationships
Expect public dialogue and investor expectations around sustainable investing 
to evolve over time, particularly as more products and data sources become 
available. Advisors can plan on continually revisiting this process and thinking 
critically about their firm’s commitment to sustainable investing authentically and 
with transparency. While it may feel like a daunting task at first, it has the potential 
to lead to not only a new or enhanced line of business, but to deeper and more 
meaningful client relationships. 

From where Reynders sits, sustainable investing lends itself to longer-term client 
engagement. He says, “What’s amazing is the trust these conversations build with 
your clients. They trust you’re hearing them and where they are coming from, and 
they feel better about what they own and why they own it.”

Adams sums up his advice in three words: “Don’t be afraid.” He points out that 
building a sustainable investing product or practice is not an activity you can set 
and forget, but the evolving nature of the space is an advantage and an opportunity 
to connect with clients in new ways. “Your clients are going to appreciate this 
choice. They can say no, but it’s the advisor’s responsibility to continue to offer 
these choices and investigate solutions. It’s a gradual process that will happen one 
client at a time, but with rewarding conversations. You’ll have conversations that 
deepen your understanding of your client and get you talking about life and current 
events and what’s important to them. And more than that, many of them don’t even 
know this is an option and appreciate this education. I think there is latent demand 
for this service.”
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Thinking Critically about Your Sustainable Investing Positioning: Questions to Ask at Each Step
As you move through each step described in this paper, consider using the sample questions below to help 
you fully develop your positioning. Your answers to these questions will help you solidify how you talk about 
sustainable investing and your ESG capabilities, both internally and with clients. 

Step 1: Identify how sustainable investing connects to your firm’s unique positioning

1. Why do you believe now is the time to incorporate ESG into your practice?

2. Do you plan on integrating ESG into every investment strategy, or will it instead act as an overlay that can be 
provided to specific clients? 

3. Is there a natural connection between sustainable investing and other offerings you already make available to 
clients, such as charitable giving or philanthropic planning?

4. How do your clients think about sustainable investing and ESG? In what ways are they similar and different?

5. Do you already seek out investment opportunities that have specific ESG characteristics—for example, a tilt 
toward gender diversity or environmental sustainability?

Step 2: Align internal capabilities to support your approach

1. How can sustainable investing using ESG factors be positioned internally for a business case? What do potential 
objectors need to know about sustainable investing in order to understand the business value? 

2. How can we structure ongoing conversations around sustainable investing and ESG internally so that we can 
learn from each other and our clients? 

3. What core values of our firm currently support our desire to explicitly pursue sustainable investing? 

4. Are there certain advisors on our team who can champion our sustainable investing approach and positioning?

5. What kind of tools can we provide our advisors so they are armed with the information they need to have 
client conversations?

Step 3: Plan your client engagement strategy

1. Which clients or client segments can you begin talking with in order to soft launch your approach to sustainable 
investing and ESG considerations?

2. Which marketing channels and materials will you prioritize for rolling out your positioning?

3. For clients who haven’t proactively asked you about sustainable investing or ESG, how can you introduce the 
subject in upcoming communications? 

4. How can sustainable investing be introduced into existing client onboarding processes, meetings, or reviews?
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